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Abstract
High temperature superconducting (HTS) rotatory flux pump, or so called HTS dynamo, can
output none-zero time-averaged DC voltage and charge the rest of the circuit if a closed loop
has been formed. This type of flux pump is often employed together with HTS coils, where the
HTS coils can potentially work in persistent current mode, and act like electromagnets with
considerable magnetic field, having wide range of applications in industry. The output
characteristics of HTS rotary flux pumps have been extensively explored through experiments
and finite element method (FEM) simulations, yet the work on constructing statistical models as
an alternative approach to capture key characteristics has not been studied and published. A 2D
FEM program has been used to model the HTS rotatory flux pumps and evaluate the effects of
different factors upon the output voltage through parameter sweeping and analysis of variance.
Typical design considerations, including operation frequency, air gap, HTS tape width and
remanent flux density have been investigated, in particular the bilateral effect of HTS tape width
has been explained by looking at the averaged integration of the electric field over the tape.
Based on the data obtained from various simulations, regression analysis has been conducted
through a collection of machine learning methods and demonstrated that the output voltage of a
rotary flux pump can be obtained promptly with satisfactory accuracy via Gaussian process
regression, aiming to provide a novel approach for future research and powerful design tool for
industrial applications using HTS rotary flux pump devices.

Keywords: HTS dynamo, flux pump, T–A formulation, machine learning, regression

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

In order to enable the advance of a variety of applications in the
future [1–5], such as wind turbines, all electric aircraft propul-
sion systems and energy storage devices, the clear trend in
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designing electric machines is to maintain the ‘power density’
ratio as high as possible [6–8]. High temperature supercon-
ducting (HTS) magnets have been expected to be the optimal
option, owing to their superior ability to carry considerable
current and hence generate very high magnetic field with the
cost of dramatically reduced consumption of space and mater-
ials, compared to their common counterparts [9–11]. Never-
theless, the applicability of HTS magnets in industrial applic-
ations has been severely restricted. One significant challenge is
that the current leads bridge the cryostat and the ambient envir-
onment in room temperature plus the inherent Joule losses,
imposing crucial thermal load on the cooling system [12–14].
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In addition, the essential bulky power supplies accompanied
with sophisticated electronic devices are expensive and intro-
duce extra complexity [15].

Apart from the traditional approach to feed current through
current leads, it is possible to energize HTS magnets without
any physical connections, using the so called ‘flux pump’.
Flux pumping is a fully contactless method to inject current
into a closed-circuit and generate the corresponding magnetic
field within the loop. Up to now, there has been worldwide
research regarding different types of HTS flux pumps, and
the perspectives have been summarized in [16]. In particu-
lar, the HTS rotary flux pumps [17] that utilize rotating per-
manent magnets to provide a time and space varied magnetic
waveform and hence induce a DC biased voltage across the
HTS stator wire, has drawn extensive attention, especially in
the field of HTS machine design. The simple and straight-
forward structure of the rotary flux pumps, and the bene-
fits they offer to eliminate the brushes and slip rings, make
them a very promising candidate for exciters in future HTS
machines.

Flux pumping effects in HTS rotary flux pumps have been
investigated experimentally for different influential design
parameters, such as the air-gap distance [18], the operating
frequency [19], the width of the stator wire [20] and the geo-
metry of the magnet [21], and typical curves for output char-
acteristics have been obtained. Both qualitative and quantitat-
ive analysis [22–29] have been done previously for the output
characteristics of HTS dynamo, but little attention has been
paid to integrate all design parameters together and then derive
a model that can capture the output characteristics in a fast
and accurate manner. Although experiments and finite element
method (FEM) simulations are capable of extracting essen-
tial information for quantitative analysis, the frequent change
of a variety of parameters is costly in terms of time due to
the complexity of models and experimental arrangements. In
order to address this challenge, a statistical model has been
applied to an engineering formulation to quantify the relation-
ship between the open circuit voltage Voc versus variable oper-
ating frequency f, air gap g, stator widthWs and remanent flux
density Br within a rational range.

2. Methodologies

The methodology can be divided into two parts, in which the
1st step was to establish a numerical model to simulate the
operation of HTS rotary flux pumps. Simulation results are
then collected for different input parameters to go through a
series of machine learning processes, forming the 2nd step,
fromwhich the best machine learningmodel can be selected to
predict the output of HTS rotary flux pumps accuratelywithout
having to simulate the complete system design.

2.1. Numerical model

Various formulations have been implemented into commercial
software, e.g. COMSOL Multiphysics, for HTS modelling,

including coupled H–A formulation [30], H-formulation with
shell current [25–27], segregated H-formulation [31], min-
imum electromagnetic entropy production [32, 33], coupled
T–A formulation [34, 35], integral equation [36], volume
integral equation-based equivalent circuit [37]. Adequate
details about comparison for each formulation can be found in
recent benchmark research [28]. The unique feature of coupled
T–A formulation is that it simulates the superconductor (SC)
as a 1D object in this 2D problem, and it was chosen to sim-
plify the model complexity, as illustrated in figure 1.

The coupled T–A formulation was firstly proposed by
Zhang et al [34], and validated to calculate the electromagnetic
characteristics of HTS tape stacks and coils. For the supercon-
ductor domain, the current vector potential is chosen as the
solved variable, and the governing equations are:

J=∇× T (1)

∇× (ρ∇× T) =−dB
dt

(2)

where J, T, ρ and B represent the current density, current vector
potential, resistivity, and magnetic flux density, respectively.
According to the thin strip approximation, only the supercon-
ductor layer of HTS coated conductors is taken into account
and represented by a line without thickness, which assumes
that the distribution of current density in the horizontal (Jx)
and vertical (Jy) direction are zero, simplifying the calculation
to a 1D problem. Therefore, (1) and (2) can be simplified as
follows:

Jz =
∂ (T · ny)

∂x
(3)

−
ρ · ∂ (T · ny)

∂x
2 =−

∂By
∂t

. (4)

For the whole space, the magnetic vector potential A is
introduced to link the distribution of sheet current density in
the superconductors, and hence comes to the A-formulation
part:

∇×
(

1
µ
∇×A

)
= J (5)

B=∇×A. (6)

The current density in the non-superconducting region is not
of interest, since that would not affect the open circuit voltage
induced on the SC tape in this model. Instead of introducing
the magnetic vector potential A in the non-superconducting
parts, the magnetic scalar potential Vm can be utilized:

∇× (−∇Vm) = J. (7)

By replacing A with Vm, the solution time can be dramatically
reduced, because the computational cost of scalar is much less
compared to vector.

2
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the basic geometry of the 2D
H-formulation model used in this work, showing the modelled
cross-section of the device with a 12 mm wide stator tape. Different
model domains are indicated respectively, namely the magnetic
vector potential (VP) region, the magnetic scalar potential (SP)
region, and the T-formulation (superconductor) region. Note that
the geometry is presented in the x–y plane, and the +z orientation
aligns with direction that points into the plane.

In addition, the E–J power law was employed to represent
the electrical characteristics of superconductors:

Ez = ρJz = Ec

(
Jz

Jc(B)

)(
|Jz|
Jc(B)

)(n−1)

(8)

where Ec and n were chosen as 1 × 10−4 V m−1 and 20,
respectively. The critical current density Jc(B) is a magnetic
field dependent variable, which is commonly described by an
anisotropic Kim-like model [38]. In order to compare our res-
ults to the work presented in [25], the magnetic field depend-
ence of the critical current density is represented by a practical
interpolation function directly obtained from the experimental
measurements in [25]. The instantaneous equivalent voltage
Veq and open circuit voltage Voc are defined as follows:

Veq (t) =−L · 1
Ws

Wsˆ

0

EZ (x, t)dl (9)

Voc (t) =
1
T

2Tˆ

T

Veq (t)dt. (10)

Note that L is the active length of the dynamo, and the 2nd
cycle was chosen to perform the calculations, avoiding any ini-
tial transient effect that may be present in the 1st cycle.

2.2. Machine learning

Regression is a popular method for data processing, which is
found to be very effective in exploring the underlying rela-
tions between a set of predictor variables and corresponding
response variables. The aim of regression analysis is to predict
outputs by feeding relevant inputs, which can be achieved
either by parametric regression or non-parametric regression.
Parametric regression is the process to describe the correla-
tions among all inputs and outputs by mathematical expres-
sions, and a typical model for a polynomial regression can be
expressed as:

ŷi = α+β1x
i
1 +β2x

i
2 + · · ·+βnx

i
n+ ϵi (11)

where α is the intercept to describe a constant factor that can
be inherently included in the expression, βn is the coefficient
for nth independent predictor variable xn, ŷi and ϵi are the pre-
dictive response variable and relative error for ith observation,
respectively. In most cases, parametric regression is preferred,
because it gives intuitive hints about what roles each of the
inputs play in determining the output and provides full details
about the numerical relations. Nevertheless, parametric regres-
sion is feasible only if the investigated data correlations can be
described by explicit formulations. When the underlying rela-
tions among a set of input and output data involves highly com-
plex mathematical transformations, it is challenging and inef-
ficient to obtain analytical formulations. Fortunately, a modern
artificial intelligence-based approach enables non-parametric
regression, which is the process to summarize the key features
about the dependence of outputs on the inputs in a certain
manner that can be understood by computers, and hence the
prediction of outputs by feeding relevant inputs is achieved
without deriving explicit expressions.

The five popular artificial intelligence-based methods have
been employed via Python Scikit-learn 5.1 environment [39]:
multi-layer perception neuron network (MLP), support vector
machine (SVM), Gaussian process regression (GPR), decision
tree (DT) and k-nearest neighbours (KNNs). A typical MLP
neuron network comprises three layers at least: the input layer,
hidden layer and output layer. The number of neurons in the
input layer and output layer are predefined by the features of
given problem, namely the number of predictor and independ-
ent variables. It is the process that takes place in the hidden lay-
ers links the output layer to the input layer, where each neuron
takes values from the previous layer and conducts a weighted
linear summation by a transformation with specific activation
functions. An identity function is adopted as the activation
function in the output layer to receive results from the last
hidden layer, and MLP uses the squared error loss function
given as:

Loss(ŷ, y, W) =
1
2
∥ŷ− y∥22 +

α

2
∥W∥22 (12)

where ŷ signifies the predicted values, W is the weight coeffi-
cients matrix and α is a non-negative hyperparameter that puts
penalty on complex models and hence suppresses overfitting.

3
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In the field of non-parametric regression, GPR is con-
sidered as a highly effective approach because it can provide a
framework to approximate sophisticated nonlinear functions
with probabilistic estimates of the unseen uncertainty. The
most important step in GPR is to train the specified data
and find the optimized best hyperparameters θ comprised by
parameters in the kernel function and a manually editable
noise level σ, by the means of maximizing the log-marginal-
likelihood for a GP as expressed in [40]:

logp(y|X,θ) =−1
2
yT
(
K(X,X)+σ2IN

)−1
y

− 1
2
log

∣∣K(X,X)+σ2IN
∣∣− N

2
log2π (13)

where IN denotes the N×N identity matrix, and N is the num-
ber of inputs.

SVM allows the declaration of an allowable error rate ε that
tolerates all predicted values that are deviated from real values
less than ε. In order to fairly take every data sample into con-
sideration, one can introduce the slack variable ξ and ξ*, which
effectively releases the error rate so that all data samples can
be potentially included in the safety margin. Meanwhile, any
data point that lies beyond the margin bounds are undesired, so
a coefficient C is necessary to impose penalties on such data
points to minimize their numbers. The object of this regres-
sion process is now to ensure the flatness of the hyperplane,
or alternatively speaking that the coefficient vector wT must
be constrained to restrict its impacts on the regression results
and hence generalize the problem, which can be formulated
as [41]:

MIN
1
2
∥w∥22 +C

l∑
i=1

(ξ+ ξ∗) (14)

st

 y−⟨w,x⟩− b⩽ ε+ ξ
⟨w,x⟩+ b− y⩽ ε+ ξ∗

ξ,ξ∗ ⩾ 0
. (15)

The main idea of DT algorithm is to divide all data samples
into smaller subsets by certain threshold criteria subsequently
until decisions can be made on each data sample with enough
accuracy. The finalized structure ofmodel assembles a bottom-
up tree consists of a root, certain amount of branch nodes and
leaves. The critical step in DT regression is to select proper
threshold criteria, which must ensure every split of the data
samples pushes the model closer to the optimal. Assume there
are Nm samples at node m represented by Qm, a possible split
θ (j, tm), where j is the feature dimension and tm is the threshold
value, can partitionQm into the left subsetQleft

m and right subset
Qright
m :

Qleft
m (θ) = {(x,y) |xj ⩽ tm} (16)

Qright
m (θ) = Qm\Qleft

m (θ) . (17)

Then the quality of this split can be evaluated by employing the
impurity function P(), which depends on the task to be solved:

M(Qm,θ) =
Nleft
m

Nm
P
(
Qleft
m (θ)

)
+
Nright
m

Nm
P
(
Qright
m (θ)

)
. (18)

The algorithms mentioned above all implement supervised
machine learning process that relies on a specific objective
function in those models, i.e. the loss function in MLP and
impurity function in DT, which essentially converts the regres-
sion to an optimization problem of such a function. On the
contrary, KNN model does not count on an objective function
to converge the regression problem to an optimization process.
Instead, KNN strictly relates the dependent variables to their
corresponding inputs through an intuitive convention: any data
samples that have the same values of dependent variables will
also share the same values of independent variables.

In this paper, firstly it will be shown that parametric regres-
sion is not suitable for relating the predicted variable Voc to
the four parameters investigated here, namely f, g,Ws and, and
then secondly conduct non-parametric regression via each of
the approaches mentioned above. The adapted Nash–Sutcliffe
model efficiency coefficient (NSE) is employed to evaluate
the goodness-of-fit, and other top three most popular metrics
[42], namely root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute
error (MAE) and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) are
included as complementary statistics to assess the regression
results from different aspects. These numerical criteria are
centred on prediction error, whose values can be interpreted
mathematically and translated to the effectiveness of a certain
regression. For example, the best possible score for NSE is 1,
which implies that the regression model reaches the highest
correctness level so that any unseen observations can be pre-
dicted with full confidence. In addition, graphical criteria pro-
posed in [43] have been implemented, such as prediction dis-
tribution versus observations and the prediction rate curves, to
illustrate the broader and more complex aspects of the rela-
tionship between the models and data, from which the most
effective one can be selected.

NSE= 1−
∑n

i=1 (yi− ŷi)
2∑n

i=1 (yi− ȳ)2
(19)

RMSE=

√√√√1
n

n∑
i=1

(yi− ŷi)
2 (20)

MAE=
1
n

n∑
i=1

|yi− ŷi| (21)

MAPE=
100
n

n∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣yi− ŷi
yi

∣∣∣∣. (22)

3. Results

3.1. Numerical model validation

In this paper, a numerical model was built to be solved in the
commercially available FEM software COMSOL 5.5. Differ-
ent state variables are chosen to solve Maxwell equations in

4
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Figure 2. (a) Instantaneous open circuit equivalent voltage
waveforms for the 2nd transit of the permanent magnet past the
HTS tape calculated by our model used in this paper, ignoring any
initial transient effects that may be present in the 1st cycle. (b)
Cumulated voltage across the tape over ten cycles. The experimental
results are drawn from [25].

different regions: the current vector potential A was solved
only in the superconductor domain, and the magnetic scalar
potential Vm was solved in the whole space. However, due to
the internal software settings that forbids existence of current
within any closed loop in the Vm region, A was solved in
a small area with close proximity to the superconducting
domain. In order to verify the applicability, this model was
adapted to represent the experimental set up described in [25]:
a 12 mm wide ReBCO tape (Superpower SF12050F) is sep-
arated from a NdFeB magnet by an air gap of 3.7 mm. The
magnet has a remanent flux density of 1.25 T and is embedded
in a cylindrical disc with radius 35 mm. The HTS dynamo is
operated at low frequency 4.25Hz. The simulation results have
been compared with data measured in experiments as shown
in figure 2, in which excellent correlation can be observed. It
should be pointed out that the distinct four peaks and notice-
able left-to-right asymmetry observed in experiments have
been reproduced qualitatively, and the quantitative agreement
between the experimental results and simulation results from
the model that takes the critical current density dependence
on magnetic field density into account is very good. The up-
biased open circuit voltage obtained from the model with con-
stant critical current density can be readily understood by
considering the dynamic resistance effect [44–46]. As stated
in [25, 44], the open circuit voltage of HTS dynamo origin-
ates from the actions of circulating current within the tape,
which can be equivalently reflected by the voltage division
on the backward and forward eddy current regions, and it is
the electric field generated on the forward eddy current region
that essentially forms the DC output voltage. The backward
region, aligned beneath the PM position, would demonstrate a
significantly higher dynamic resistance if the field dependence
is accounted, and hence more proportions of the conserved
EMF (by Faraday’s law) are distributed on this region. As a
combinational result, higher DC output voltage is generated
eventually.

Figure 3. Calculated open circuit voltage Voc versus design
parameters: (a) frequency, (b) air gap, (c) stator width and (d)
remanent flux density.

Four groups of simulations were arranged to primarily
illustrate the relations between the controllable design para-
meters and the open circuit voltage of the rotary HTS flux
pump, where in each group only one of the four aforemen-
tioned parameters is altered while the others remain constant.
Figure 3(a) shows the frequency response within the input
range from 10 to 100 Hz, aligning with the frequency range
used in experimental results in [19]. It is worthwhile mention-
ing that a perfect linear relation was observed in [19] as the fre-
quency increased from zero until a turning point was captured
at approximately 100 Hz, which can attribute to the current
interactions between different layers of the HTS tape [46–49]
under high frequency. The single layer numerical model is
not suitable for manifesting the multi-layer current interac-
tions related phenomenon, hence the frequency is limited to
100 Hz to avoid this issue. Figures 3(b) and (c) illustrate how
the output voltage varies with air gap and width of supercon-
ductor tape respectively, namely the output voltage decreases
towards zero along the increase of air gap and increase from
zero along the increase superconductor tape width, and both
of them show acceptable agreement with previous work in
[18, 20], which further validates the model. The impact of
the remanent flux density of the permanent magnets upon the
open circuit voltage is included, and initial results implies it
has a clear positive correlation with the open circuit voltage.
In summary, within the ranges investigated in our work, it
was found the open circuit voltage tends to only monotonic-
ally decrease with the air gap, whilst increasing with the other
parameters. In particular, the response variable of open cir-
cuit voltage demonstrates obvious linearity with frequency,
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Figure 4. Voc response for each parameter (solid lines are referred
to the vertical axis on the left, and the right vertical axis are for the
dash lines).

and non-linearity was observed for all the rest parameters. As
for the variations of SC tape width, it appears that there exists
an optimal point, after which its positive correlation against
the open circuit voltage becomes negative, which will be dis-
cussed in more detail later.

3.2. Impact of f on Voc

Inspired by the observation in figure 3 that Voc increases lin-
early with frequency, it is reasonable to believe that the func-
tion that describes Voc about can be easily formulated by a
straight line passing through the origin (based on the fact
that no output is expected if the device is not operating at
all) under the condition that all other parameters remain the
same. Hence, it leads to a critical question: does this linear
relation hold through the variation of other parameters? In
order to investigate this problem, each of the other three para-
meters were varied under different frequencies, so that the
frequency-normalized output profile Voc/f can be plotted for
each of them. It can be seen from figure 4 that the response
level of Voc against each of the parameters does vary under
different frequencies as demonstrated by the separated solid
lines, whilst the frequency-normalized output profiles collapse
together as indicated by the dash lines in each subplot. Taking
figure 3(a) into consideration, the curve behaviour mentioned
above can happen only if the frequency acts as an ‘amplifier’ in
the determination of Voc, which implies that the linear relation
between Voc and f holds despite any changes from other para-
meters. That is to say, the four-variable problem concerned in
this paper can now be reduced to a three-variable problem by
a simple frequency normalization as shown in following:

Voc (f,g,Ws,Br) = f
Voc (f,g,Ws,Br)

f

= f ·Voc (g,Ws,Br) . (23)

3.3. Impact of g and Br on Voc

The consequence of adjusting g or Br will be reflected by the
changing of peak flux density on the surface of the tape, as
well as the flux passing through it. More precisely, increasing
g or decreasing Br will lead to a smaller magnetic field seen by
the tape surface, and less flux can be captured by the close loop
within the tape, e.g. if the magnet is moved away from the tape
or replaced by another one with smaller remanent flux dens-
ity, the tape is then effectively exposed to a smaller magnetic
field, and vice versa. According to Faraday’s law, the elec-
tromotive force around a closed path is equal to the negative
of the time rate of change of the magnetic flux enclosed by
the path. Under the condition of fixed frequency, the magnetic
flux transversing the tape per unit time is determined by the
remanent flux density as well as air gap. Hence, the open cir-
cuit voltage Voc, which is time integration of the electromotive
force, should drop according to an increase in g or decrease in,
due to the reduction of flux along with its changing rate. This
is clearly revealed by the results in figures 3(b)–(d), where it
was shown that Voc drops from 800 µV with a 2 mm air gap
and approaching zero after the gap distance exceeds 8 mm,
while Voc climbs from approximately 0–1000 µV for values
of Br varying between 0.15 and 1.5 T. It is worthwhile men-
tioning that both extreme cases, where the gap distance goes to
infinity and the remanent flux density reaches zero (the mag-
net loses magnetism) are well demonstrated in the results by
confidently implying a zero output in those conditions.

Even though the individual effect of g and Br are clearly
revealed and can be well explained as stated above, it is chal-
lenging to test whether or not the same effect can be influenced
by changing other parameters. Unlike frequency, its effect on
other parameters can be verified by a simple normalizing trans-
formation about response versus each of the other parameters.
The non-linear relationship between Voc and g and Br make
it difficult to achieve the same validation easily, and hence
an analytical formulation that assembles (23) for g and Br is
not obtainable. As a result, parametric regressions on g and
Br are not preferred here, leading to the consideration of non-
parametric regressions as an alternative.

3.4. Impact of Ws on Voc

As indicated in figure 3(b), Voc increases gradually as the
tape width increases from 6 to 30 mm, after which it starts to
decrease if Ws is further increased. This matches the experi-
mental results presented in [20], where the V–I curve intercept
on the x-axis firstly became more positive and then less pos-
itive for the tape width increasing from 6 mm to 46 mm. Yet
the V–I curve from our model plotted in figure 5 differs from
the one presented in [20], in which a straight line is interpol-
ated for each value of tape width. In fact, in their experiments,
the net transport current of the tape is constrained by the crit-
ical current of the superconducting coil connected to the tape,
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Figure 5. V–I curve (short circuit current versus open circuit
voltage) obtained from a range of SC tape widths.

so for the section of curve with the range of current which
exceeds the critical current of the connected coils, it can only
be interpolated by 1st few measurements where the transport
current is below coil critical current. In figure 5, the limits of
coil critical current have been removed so that the full profile
of V–I curve for each tape width can be obtained. The inter-
cept on the y-axis of each curve represents the theoretical max-
imum current that can be pumped if the connected coil has
infinite critical current. It can be seen from figure 5 that the V–
I curves tend to show non-linearity for large tape width, which
is in alignment with the results in [26].

The characteristics of thisV–I curve can be further explored
by analysing Isc and Voc separately. It is not surprising that the
short circuit current Isc increases with the tape width, because
wider tape tends to have higher critical current. Two f -ratios
are defined to measure the proportion of the capacity of the
tape occupied by the transporting current, α and β given as:

α=
Isc
Ic,self

(24)

β =
Isc
Ic,min

(25)

where Ic,self denotes the critical current when the tape is not
exposed to any external magnetic field, and Ic,min refers to the
minimum value of immediate critical current as the applied
magnetic field varies. Figure 6(b) illustrated that Isc can reach
up to about 55% of the self-field critical current and 75% of
the minimum critical current for a 36 mm wide tape, and then
stay at this value. Moreover, if we consider this dynamo as an
electric circuit comprised by a voltage source with an internal
resistor, then its resistance can be derived from the slope of the
V–I curve. Please note that due to the existence of non-linearity
for some curves, a data point based differential slope has been
used to calculate the resistance for each curve. Figure 6(c)
plots the resistance Rsc and Roc for each tape width when the
tape is shorted (e.g. there is no voltage drop across the tape
Voc = 0) and when the tape is isolated (e.g. the net transport

Figure 6. Derived parameters from V–I curve: (a) short circuit
current Isc, (b) calculated f -ratios (the values of α and β); (c)
derived resistance in open circuit condition Roc and short circuit
condition Rsc; versus the SC tape width.

current I = 0), whose values indicate the resistive properties
of the tape under high and low current level respectively. It
can be seen from figure 6 that Rsc and Roc both drop as the
tape width increases, meaning that the wider the tape the more
superconductivity can be utilized.

The most noticeable feature of Voc versus tape width curve
is that it increases first and then decreases as the tape gets
wider, which makes Ws the only parameter that has a non-
monotonical relationship with Voc out of the four paramet-
ers investigated in this paper. In order to understand why this
occurs, we need to go back to the origin of Voc. The uneven
and nonlinear resistivity distribution of the tape can produce an
asymmetric electric field induced by the eddy current under a
changing magnetic field as shown in figure 2(a), which can
result in a nonzero time integration and hence an averaged
dc voltage output. That is to say, the instantaneous electric
field Ez distribution, or equivalently the averaged instantan-
eous voltage Veq, has direct impact on the determination of
Voc. Based on this idea, it is reasonable to deduce that the value
of Voc can be roughly reflected by the magnitude of the 1st
peak of Veq curve. As it tells in equation (9), for each instant
Veq is calculated by averaging the integration of the electric
field along the tape, and it is the net remanent integration of
the negative electric filed that determines the final value ofVeq.
Thus, we will need to know how the electric field is distributed
along the tape to investigate the formation of Veq. The dis-
tribution profiles have been captured for selected tape width
in figure 7 when the 1st peak appears. It can be seen from
figures 7(a)–(c) that the integration over the range for negative
electric field (the region marked as N1 in figure 7(d)) increases
significantly as the tape becomes wider, which contributes
to a larger value of Veq. As illustrated from figures 7(d)–(f),
once the tape reaches a certain width, the integration for elec-
tric field in region N1 remains approximately constant, and
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Figure 7. The current and electric field distribution at 1st peak of Veq for selected tapes (6, 12, 18, 30, 46, 60 mm respectively).

further width increment will only raise the integration over the
range for positive electric field (the regions marked as N2 in
figure 7(d)). Consequently, a fixed integration over the negat-
ive region will be cancelled more and more by an increasing
integration over the positive region, leading to a small Veq as a
combinational effect. This smaller Veq peak value implies that
less Voc is obtainable through the time integration of Veq over
the whole cycle, which explains why Voc can be promoted by
the tape width but suppressed if the tape becomes too wide.
Besides, the definition of ‘too wide’ here is restricted by the
sole variation of tape width, but the effects described above
can be also influenced by the geometry of the device, e.g. the
airgap between themagnet and tape, the dimension of themag-
net and even the radius of the rotary disc. More comprehensive
analysis is required to fully investigate the ‘width effect’ and
complete the definition of ‘too wide’ by cooperating all relev-
ant parameters, which is beyond the scope of this paper and
will be addressed in the future.

3.5. Regression analysis

Although the HTS dynamo can now be simulated by various
numerical models via FEM programs, including the T–A for-
mulation basedmodel proposed in this paper, which enables us
to obtain considerable knowledge of the physical mechanism
that takes place during the operation, but in terms of industrial
design, the ultimate goal is to make use of the functionality
of certain devices. As for this HTS dynamo, it is expected
to be utilized as an energisation source that can pump cur-
rent into load coils and hence form a HTS magnet. From this
point of view, it is the averaged output dc voltage Voc that mat-
ters. There is no doubt that Voc can be measured from experi-
ments, but these are often time-consuming and expensive and
not accessible to all occasions. Valid FEM simulations are con-
sidered to be a promising substitution for setting up real exper-
iments to get comprehensive results in less time and saved cost.

However, these FEMmodels can sometimes require relatively
long time for hours, and the applicability is also limited by
user knowledge and accessibility to a sophisticated FEM pro-
gram, which is not guaranteed. Artificial intelligence methods
are powerful tools to accurately model certain data behaviour,
which have been recently involved in solving applied super-
conductivity problems [50]. For instance, artificial neural net-
work (ANN) has been utilized in [51–54] to estimate the cal-
culation of AC losses in specific SC system and aid the design
of SC facilities. As an alternative, we have explored the feasib-
ility of constructing a statistical model, which can give accur-
ate Voc values according to the given controllable parameters
within seconds, and hence provides primary guidance for the
design of such devices in practical applications.

Thousand sets of different parameters, in which each of
them lies in the rational range for a practical design process,
have been randomly chosen and simulated by the numerical
model described above to deriveVoc for each set of parameters.
As suggested by equation (23), all output voltage variations
that are solely affected by frequency can be easily quantified
by simple normalization calculation, so we have precluded the
frequency parameter f in following investigations, e.g. all para-
meter settings share the same value of frequency (50 Hz), in
order to simplify the modelling work. According to the con-
ventional 8–2 rule, data samples are evenly divided into five
folders for cross validation, in which four folders would be
utilized as training group and keep the remaining one as a test-
ing group for each validation.

3.5.1. Neuron network model. In this MLP model, there
are several tuning parameters that have direct impact on the
regression performance. In order to figure out the best com-
bination of parameter settings, a grid search was performed
over possible combinations for different hidden layer sizes,
activation functions and weight coefficients update solvers.
The determination of the hidden layer size to be tested remains
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Table 1. Parameter setting for the best MPL model.

Hidden layer size Activation function Weight coefficients solver

1 × 6 Tanh Adam

Table 2. Cross-validated metrics for the best MPL model.

RMSE MAE MAPE NSE

58.56 39.73 9447.38 0.975268

the critical step to perform the grid search, as it needs manual
declaration. Firstly, following the basis that the least hidden
layer should be used to save the training time and complexity
[55], only one hidden layer is considered. On the other hand, it
is stated in [56] that the number of hidden layer neurons should
be less than twice of the number of neurons in input layer,
hence the number of neurons was set from 1 to 7. Therefore, in
total 84 combinations of parameter settings have been tested,
from which the one with highest NSE score can be selected as
the best model.

Note that the maximum iteration limitation for each model
setting has been adjusted carefully to provide them enough
space to reach a convergence. As can be seen from table 1
and table 2, the MLP model that has the Tanh activation func-
tion, Adam weight coefficients update solver and one hidden
layer with six neurons performs the best. A further increase of
the hidden layer size can possibly enhance the model perform-
ance, yet the model complexity and consequently the solution
time will increase exponentially with the size of hidden lay-
ers. Considering the already obtained predictions accuracy, it
is reasonable to utilize the existing model as the optimal one.

3.5.2. Gaussian process model. The controllable port that
can be tuned in GPR is the kernel functions to be applied on
each data sample to transform initial non-linear observations
into a higher dimensional feature space, which almost determ-
ines the generalization properties of the model. Given a spe-
cific type of kernel function, there are inherent parameters that
can bemodified to adjust the characteristics of the function and
hence influence the regression performance.

Common kernel functions for GPR models, include the
squared-exponential kernel (RBF), the rational quadratic ker-
nel, the periodic kernel, the dot-product kernel as well as the
Matern kernel, which is a generalization of the RBF with an
additional parameter µ to control the smoothness of the result-
ing function. Since µ is exclusive of the hyperparameters, the
most important intermediate values of 1.5 and 2.5 for machine
learning as stated in [57] has beenmanually chosen.Moreover,
the results of a GPRmodel are highly dependent on the optim-
ization of hyperparameters, so the number of allowable optim-
izations were also taken into account. As shown in table 3 and
table 4, it is found that the GPRmodel that has the Matern ker-
nel with µ of 2.5 and 20 runs of hyperparameter optimizations
achieved the highest NSE score. It should be pointed out that
it is possible to combine different kernel functions and hence
form a new one or even manually construct a novel function

Table 3. Parameter setting for the best GPR model.

Kernel function µ Number of optimisations

Matern 2.5 20

Table 4. Cross-validated metrics for the best GPR model.

RMSE MAE MAPE NSE

2.68 1.25 0.0684 0.999949

Table 5. Parameter setting for the best SVM model.

Kernel function Precision level Penalty coefficient

RBF 3.237613 × 10−05 87 472

Table 6. Cross-validated metrics for the best SVM model.

RMSE MAE MAPE NSE

3.07 1.51 0.0743 0.999936

that is specially designed for certain problems. Nevertheless,
this requires significant mathematical work and computation
resources, so it is a good start point to look at the established
popular kernel functions.

3.5.3. SVM model. Similar to GPR models, SVM models
also employ kernel functions to conduct the regression pro-
cess. Yet the tested functions are different from those applied
in GPRmodels, due to the availability in Python package [39],
the basic idea remains the same: further adjustment on specific
kernel function can potentially provide altered results. Once
again, the default settings for each kernel function were adop-
ted to avoid the complexity of deep optimization. Compared
with GPR models, SVM models have extra flexibility because
they rely on not only kernel functions, but also the precision
level ε and penalty coefficient C. Generally, small absolute
value of ε and large value of C are required to obtain accur-
ate predictions, e.g. the best model should be achieved when
ε is close to zero and C goes to infinity. However, it is much
more difficult to reach a convergence in such extreme con-
dition. We have arranged randomized search for values of ε
and C within the bounds of 10−5 to 1 and 1 to 105 and com-
pare the performance of SVM models with different kernels
functions. As illustrated in table 5 and table 6, the RBF ker-
nel function with the precision level and penalty coefficient
set to be 3.237613 × 10−05 and 87 472, respectively demon-
strates remarkable capability of predicting the output from
given input with minor errors.

3.5.4. DT model. From regression point of view, the general
object is to minimize the residuals between predictions and
observations. Therefore, any metrics that measure the resid-
uals level can be utilized as the threshold criteria to be optim-
ized at each split. Based on the availability of Python pack-
age, we have tested the effects of mean squared error (MSE),
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Table 7. Parameter setting for the best DT model.

Threshold criterion Maximum depth

F-MSE 10

Table 8. Cross-validated metrics for the best DT model.

RMSE MAE MAPE NSE

79.07 49.28 0.5356 0.957424

Table 9. Parameter setting for the best KNN model.

Algorithm Number of closest points

Ball tree 6

Table 10. Cross-validated metrics for the best KNN model.

RMSE MAE MAPE NSE

60.40 35.74 0.5627 0.975355

Friedman-MSE (F-MSE), MAE as the threshold criterion with
the maximum depth being tuned in the range of 5–200 to give
the optimal results. As can be seen from tables 7 and 8, the
DT model that has the maximum depth of ten and F-MSE
threshold criterion achieved the highest NSE score and demon-
strated the best prediction performance.

3.5.5. KNNs model. Based on its rather straightforward
principle, KNN can predict independent variables for a new
set of dependent variables by sorting the k closest data points
in the given data sample and then averaging their correspond-
ingly independent values. This makes the computation of the
nearest neighbours a critical problem. Popular algorithms used
to compute the nearest neighbours, including the ball tree,
KD tree, and brute-force search have been tested. Besides,
another important parameter that determines the performance
of a KNN model is the number of the closest points selected
to estimate the new predictions. The values of k from 1 to 50
have been tried in order to find out the optimal KNN model.
Our findings are presented in tables 9 and 10, which concludes
that the best KNNmodel was obtained by utilizing the ball tree
algorithm to estimate new predictions by six closest points.

3.5.6. Model selection. Fivemachine learning based regres-
sion models have been primarily tested under various settings,
and each of them have also been evaluated by numerical met-
rics to judge the goodness of such a model in predicting
the HTS output voltage based on the four design paramet-
ers. Yet, numerical criteria just show the general aspect of a
model, which are not enough in practice. As stated earlier, in
order to illustrate the broader and more complicated aspects
of the relationships between models and data, graphical cri-
teria are indispensable. Let us define the samples with relative
prediction errors below a given level as ‘effective-predicted’

Figure 8. Prediction rate curve.

samples, and we can evaluate the predicting effectiveness of
different models by the proportion of the effective-predicted
samples with respect to the relative prediction error, which
is referred as ‘prediction rate’. In order to achieve this, we

define δi =
∣∣∣ yi−−ŷi

yi

∣∣∣ and then plot the additive rate of n samples,

e.g. from 0 to 1 by step of 1/n with respect to the sorted δi
from zero to maximum relative error. The prediction rate curve
of a model is obtained by joining those points. The ratio of
effective-predicted samples can be accessed from vertical axis
as relative error being horizontal axis. The introduction of this
graph allows us to examinemore details about the performance
of each model. The area between the prediction rate curve and
the vertical axis, which aggregates the relative errors, provides
a linkage to the numerical cross-validation criteria formerly
discussed. In general, a model can be considered good if this
area is smaller, and it is visually easy to compare models with
this plot. According to former analysis, the best candidate
from each model group are chosen to plot their prediction rate
curve.

As shown in figure 8, the prediction rate curves for MLP
and DT and KNN models lie completely below those for GPR
and SVM, which means that for any given error level, less
samples can be effectively predicted by MLP, DT and KNN
models than the others. Besides, MLP, DT and KNN curves
cover a much wider range of errors than the other two curves,
indicating that they have worse error containing ability. For
instance, the maximum relative error generated by MLP, DT
and KNN models are around 154%, 123% and 80%, respect-
ively, and this strengthens the conclusion that MLP, DT and
KNNmodels are not effective in providing stable and trustable
predictions (note that the actual Voc values for those samples
being predicted range from 0 to 1971 µV). As for the GPR and
SVM models, though they both demonstrated good capability
of maintaining the relative errors well below 12%, the GPR
model is believed to restrict the error level under a lower level
as it arrives the full proportions slightly faster than the SVM
model. Meanwhile, the curve of SVM almost consistently
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Figure 9. Re-produced results by our GPR model.

grows beneath that of GPR, which can be interpreted as afore-
mentioned: more samples can be accurately predicted by GPR
model than SVM model given a certain error threshold level.
It is true that the capability of producing minor error predic-
tions is not significantly different for GPR and SVM models,
yet their solution time are relatively distinct. The SVM model
requires more than 2 min to be solved, while the GPR model
only takes few seconds, which is ten times less than the former
one. Therefore, it is reasonable to select the GPR model as the
optimal candidate to model the HTS dynamo output voltage,
not only for its excellent accuracy but also due to the promise
of saving considerable solution cost.

To verify this hypothesis, we tried to apply this GPR model
to reproduce figure 3 by feeding three sets of parameters
(except for the frequency f) as inputs and extract the values of
Voc as outputs. The results are presented in figure 9(a), where
the blue dots Voc values come from real simulations, e.g. those
plotted in figure 3, and the red dots include Voc values pre-
dicted by our GPR model. It is clear that the output voltage
dependence against all three parameters are well described by
our predictions, more precisely, Voc drops over the increase
of air gap (from 1st to 10th run), Voc firstly increases then
decreases over the increase of SC tape width (from 11th to
20th run), and Voc climbs over the increase of the remanent
flux density of the permanent magnet (from 21st to 30th run).
As further illustrated in figure 9(b) that the average error rate
for all predictions is 2.98%, which demonstrates the accuracy
of our model. It should be noted that there are several predic-
tions that have noticeable errors, such as the 21st, 22nd runs,
which are corresponding to extreme conditions, e.g. Br equals
to 0.15 T and 0.3 T. Under such extreme conditions, weak out-
put voltages are expected and hence those small values are
highly sensitive to any mismatch. However, in practice Br is
commonly around 1 T, so that the incompetence of our GPR
model for predicting extreme conditions will not undermine its
performance. It can then be concluded that our GPR model is
capable of predicting accurate output characteristics for HTS
rotary flux pumps in general, and hence can be utilized as a
reliable design tool for such devices.

Table 11. ANOVA results.

Source Df F-value p-value

g 2 23.668 0.000437
Ws 2 10.136 0.006
Br 2 25.342 0.000345
g × Ws 4 3.261 0.073
Ws × Br 4 3.835 0.050
Br × g 4 8.039 0.007

3.6. Sensitivity analysis

It has so far been revealed that the operating frequency f, air
gap g, SC tape width Ws and remanent flux density of the
permanent magnet Br all have influences on the HTS dynamo
output voltage Voc, after which a GPR based statistical model
was proposed to accurately predict Voc by feeding each of
parameters as inputs. However, to what extent does each para-
meter impact the output voltage still remains unclear. In order
to fulfil the aim of this paper, which is to provide compress-
ive guidance for HTS rotary flux pump design, the sensitivity
of each parameter was further explored through an analysis
of variance (ANOVA). As before, the operating frequency f is
excluded from the analysis list to reduce the workload. As a as
result, the number of second order interaction terms is reduced
from C2

4 to C2
3, namely g × Ws, g × Br and Ws × Br. We

have set the values of each parameter to three levels, because
the relation between Voc and Ws is not monotonic so that at
least three values are required to represent the variation trend,
which comprises of both increasing and decreasing parts. The
orthogonal tables are believed to effectively reduce the cost of
experimental schedules and mathematical calculations, by the
means of only considering the representative values of each
parameter in a proper way. The L27 (313) Taguchi array has
been adapted to include the three parameters and their corres-
ponding interaction terms. The ANOVA results are represen-
ted in table 11, which interprets each of variable via F-test and
the statistical hypothesis (under a 95% confidence level) test.
It is shown that all three parameters are significant as their F-
values are far greater than the criterion F0.05 (2,8) = 4.46. The
remanent flux density seems to be the prior dominant factor
for determining the output voltage, and the importance of air
gap is slightly lower while the importance of SC tape width is
dramatically less with only 40% of the F-value for the reman-
ent flux density. As for the interaction terms, it is believed
that the interactions between g and Br are very significant as
its F-value suppresses the criterion F0.05 (4,8) = 3.84. Mean-
while, the other two interaction terms are relatively significant,
because their F-values are located between the criterion inter-
val F0.05 (4,8) = 3.84 and F0.1 (4,8) = 2.81. In a summary,
the importance rank for each parameter is: Br > g>Ws, and
all 2nd order interaction effects between them are found to be
influential as well. This can be interpreted as that the individual
effect of each parameter should be considered first during the
design and optimization of HTS rotary flux pumps, whilst
the designer should be aware of the existence of interaction
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Figure 10. Schematic (cross-section) diagrams for different HTS
dynamo configurations. (a) Radial flux arrangement with flat tape
and PM surface. (b) Radial flux arrangement with curved tape and
PM surface. (c) Axial flux arrangement with flat tape and PM
surface.

effects since they possess unignorable influences upon the out-
put characteristics.

4. Discussions

It should be noted that the simulation model utilized in this
paper has adopted the radial flux geometry, in which the SC
tape and PM surfaces are flat such that the airgap between the
magnet and tape varies as the magnet rotates. This radial flux
arrangement has been investigated in a number of previous
studies [17, 18, 21, 25, 58, 59]. Alternatively, the supercon-
ducting tape and magnet could be curved so that their surfaces
are parallel resulting in a constant airgap between tape and PM,
but still in a radial flux configuration. Such an arrangement
has been used in [26]. In an axial flux arrangement, a PM and
superconducting tape both with flat surfaces can be mounted
on flat discs, such that the airgap is uniform [19, 20]. Figure 10
illustrates these different geometries. The use of flat surfaces
in a radial flux configuration resulting in a non-uniform airgap
accounts for the difference in the results obtained in this paper
compared to those in [26], in which the airgap is uniform. As
can be seen from section 3.3, the open circuit voltage Voc tends
to increase versus the SC tape width Ws until it reaches an
optimal value, after which it starts to decrease. However, it
was found in [26], where the uniform airgap geometry was
modelled, that Voc would increase with Ws at the beginning,
and it gradually saturates to a maximum value, which implies
that the uniform airgap type HTS dynamo will not experience
the bilateral width effect discovered in this paper. Besides, the
results presented in figure 6 shows that the maximum short
circuit current Isc that can be possibly pumped will increase
as the SC tape width and then saturate at 75% of the min-
imum critical current Ic,min of the tape, whilst in [26] this pro-
portion reached 100%. The reason for the distinct SC tape
width response can be attributed to whether the airgap has been

maintained constant or not, though future work is required to
further explore this phenomenon and provide clearer explana-
tion for the underlying physics.

The machine learning techniques introduced in this paper
have been only utilized to predict the output characteristics
for the radial flux type HTS dynamo, but they can be confid-
ently applied to uniform airgap radial and axial flux type HTS
dynamo for similar analysis, despite the existence of different
SC tape width response. Moreover, in order to fully investigate
the bilateral effect reported in this paper, more design paramet-
ers of the HTS rotary flux pump are required to be considered,
which will lead to an enhanced complex situation where more
systematic interactions are involved. The algorithms and ana-
lysis approach adopted in this paper are ideal for such more
complex interactions, as the techniques do not require any
knowledge of the relationships involved.

5. Conclusion

In this paper the 2D T–A formulation has been applied to sim-
ulate HTS dynamo via FEM models, validated with exper-
imental results in [25]. The difference between the results
from a constant Jc model and a field dependent Jc(B) model
have been explained by considering dynamic resistance. It
was pointed out that the Jc(B) dependence tends to increase
the dynamic resistance for the tape region beneath the per-
manent magnet, where the forward eddy current flows, and
elimination of such dependence, e.g. assume constant Jc, will
cause less of the conserved EMF to be distributed to the for-
ward eddy current region and consequently result in a smaller
open circuit voltage, from which we demonstrated the import-
ance of considering field dependence of Jc in such models.
Based on this numerical model, a comprehensive sensitivity
analysis was conducted for the open circuit voltage Voc versus
the operating frequency f, air gap g, SC tape width Ws and
remanent flux density of the permanent magnet Br. The indi-
vidual effect of each parameter on the open circuit voltage was
investigated, in particular it was found that the tape width Ws

has a bilateral impact on Voc, and this is because the integ-
ration over negative electric field saturates when the tape is
wide enough, yet further increasing the tape width will boost
the integration over positive electric field to cancel the integ-
ration over negative electric field that essentially forms Voc.
Lastly, we successfully proved the feasibility of constructing
statistic models as a substitution to FEMmodels by utilizing a
GPR regression model to reproduce Voc characteristic curves
for each parameter, which has an average accuracy as high as
97%. Besides, the ANOVA results for our Taguchi tables have
revealed the significance rank as: Br > g>Ws, while the inter-
action effects have also been investigated. The authors believe
this work can provide more insight into research and indus-
trial applications for HTS flux pumps, because these machine
learning based models can be powerful design tools to confid-
ently estimate key characteristics of the investigated devices
almost instantaneously, and hence avoid excessive reliance on
complex numerical models, allowing rapid design.
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